At the 4-H Center we are always striving to do “more with less”. Many tools and devices are needed to help our staff stretch our resources while still serving our kids and clients in the best way possible. Creating a place for kids to grow is always our goal. If you would like to help meet our 4-H Center goals and mission, a few things listed here will help.

Thank You for your continued support
4-H Center Staff
Fun for the campers too!

Nido Weaver structure
This unique Hammock Village would make a ideal place for campers to “Hangout” $5000

Soccer Goals
There are hours of fun to be had playing this game with the proper equipment $160 each

We can never have enough:
- Balls of all kinds – Basketballs, volleyballs, and soccer balls are always welcome!
- Archery Equipment - Always a big hit and for some reason we keep losing Arrows?
- Fishing Rods and Reels – Memories are made around a day fishing.
- Picnic Tables - Always needed and always used.
- New Tables and Chairs - You can never have too many when a group needs them.
- Benches – a spot to rest is also a great spot to make a friend!
- Lifejackets & Paddles – Ours get lots of use.

MAINTENANCE NEEDS

Welder Generator
Fixing things around the property would be easier if we had a welder capable of doing the job! $1700

Hole Auger
Digging holes is hard work and time consuming. It would be nice to do it the easy way! $500

Dyson Vacuum
The average vacuum can’t seem to hold up to our use. This one WORKS! $300

Mini Excavator
Maintaining the roads and finding water leaks would be a breeze with this machine! $15,000

Head, Heart, Hands, and Health